
VINSmart® adds NVS lien holder and auto theft data to vehicle history reports 

TINTON FALLS, NJ – March 10, 2014 - VINsmart® is proud to announce its partnership with National 

Vehicle Service (NVS), highly regarded as the vehicle finance industries’ link to law enforcement 

throughout North America. NVS was founded by James Spiller, a law enforcement professional since 

1975, with the sole purpose of assisting law enforcement, vehicle finance, insurance, and rental car 

companies and the public in protecting vehicle assets. VINSmart's vehicle history reports have been 

enhanced to offer consumers and dealers access to the information used by investigators, including 

current lien holder, vehicle theft, vehicle fraud, impounds, and auction sales. 

For years VINSmart® vehicle history reports have been providing data from government agencies such 

as the National Motor Vehicle Titling System (NMVTIS) and the National Automobile Dealers Association 

(NADA), and the addition of the NVS data is another example of VINSmart's commitment to providing 

the most accurate picture of a vehicle's history by using reliable and proven data sources. 

Scott Finchler, Chief Technology Officer of NOBEL Systems, Inc, owner of VINSmart®, said, “We are 

always looking for reliable sources of data to enhance our vehicle history reports. We have had a 

relationship with Jim Spiller of NVS and are very excited to add the lien holder, auto theft, and auction 

data to our history reports”. Levon Baghdassarian, President and Founder of NOBEL, further 

commented, “Our commitment to improving the accuracy of vehicle data is as strong as ever and we are 

always eager to work with government agencies willing to use technology to improve the process”. 

For more details on VINsmart® consumer access and dealer promotions please contact us at 888-950-

9550 or info@vinsmart.com.  

About VINSmart® 

VINSmart® is owned by NOBEL Systems, Inc. a software development company founded in 1984 and 

based in Tinton Falls, NJ. NOBEL has been accepted by the American Association of Motor Vehicle 

Administrators (AAMVA) into the select group of consumer access providers who are able to offer motor 

vehicle information to consumers and dealers. NOBEL’s status as an authorized NMVTIS access provider 

ensures VINSmart® can provide accurate, timely information to the automotive and law enforcement 

communities. NOBEL is also a current member of the NMVTIS Advisory Board. 

Contact: 
Lorraine Friel, Director of Business Development 
lfriel@nobelsystems.com 
888-950-9550 x22 
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